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“Nice going, you’ve got a bunch
of nice hard clean boys” from defeated Tex Oliver.
Fullback Cecil Hare and Half-!
back Ray Hare, the brother combination from Sheridan, Oregon,
caused the Webfoots a lot of anguish all afternoon and it turns
out that there are three more
two
Hare brothers in school
football.
school
high
playing
The. two preppers, Fred and Vernon, were waiting outside the Gon-

dressing room when somebody pointed them out to Coach
l'uggy Hunton. Said Puggy: “Hooray, we can use more the way they
went today.” The fifth llare (no
pun) Jim, is a sixth grader.
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steal Cecil and Ray right out of
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Puggy Hunton, a mild-minnered
coach who is quite obviously doing
things in his first year at the helm
for Gonzaga, had things to say:
“My kids played great ball
I kind of think Oregon was in a
mood to be licked (no rockiness or
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Puggy willingly answered who
he thought looked good for Oregon:
“Graybeal, Anderson, and
Emmons
that fellow backing
up the line

who was

that, Ber-

ry?”
About Canadeo's thick gray hair:
“He’s gray as they make them

.always

lieeu that way, I guess."
when Hunton went.
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Lucky Aces no longer are
why ? That's what I wondered,

hoop players.

t rip bringing the total to nine while
i raveling 7500 miles. The team will
eave December 8 and play their
irst game against the New Oreans
Gaylords, southern AAU

o’clock.
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handle. All was over than for the
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of II to be weeded

life-dances and coed meetings
had enticed them and convinced
them that a merger could be real

maybe
tomboys, sports enthusiasts and what have you are hu-

swell for all concerned
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female
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after all.

me,
just between us three I've a little gripe to
settle myself with a few of my
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cohorts who were
room
slay Long Island university in the sports
to find I knew the
soooo-surprised
innual opening of Madison Square
between dribbling and
difference
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Aside from the nine-game trans- shagging.)
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lost Irene,

“honorable-mention” James and
Mary Rear to the Oregon normal
school, Betty “honorable-mentioning on the eastern trip. Two games
too” Giddings to a man named
will be played after coming back
and several others just
before the start of the regular con- Emery,
dropped school. This left Hazel
ference season.
“All-Star” Oldfield, Cookie SchafA three-game series with Rubonfer, and Anna Banick, which
stein's Oregon, newly formed AA.TJ
wouldn’t constitute the basketball
five composed of the last two
team they boasted last year.
years’ Oregon stars will highlight
Add these to Orides’ high-scorthe home games. Bob Anet, Ljddie
ing All-Star Lois Nielson though,
Gale, Slim Wintermute, Wally Jo- and well
we’ll wait till winter
hansen, and Dave Silver are the term.
starting five.
will play four warm-up games in
Eugene and Portland before leav-
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The trip east is to be taken in
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"Go over to the pole and I’ll
the quarterback. The fast- ball test Friday night. For that workout will be scheduled each day ian stop watches showed at least
called
by
time you in a lap.”
under the 30-sec.
charging center of the defensive evening, the Ducklings clash with to keep the boys from growing a baker’s dozen
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Washington
University
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(no, no, now just wait a minute
I roller, and blocked the kick.
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to get the beautiful girls, or words to that effect. If that’s all you
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ball in his arms, but the referee they possess the “stuff” of which New Orleans and New York City. ing time).
have to be, John Buck Berry should have all the feminine pulchritude in
strode over to the nearest teleAnother dozen earned 8, 9, and
ruled that a Gonzaga player had future varsity teams are made.
the University at his doorstep.
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not
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Oregon 24%. j ing from Oregon State’s rooks in
It was then that his teamthat to pigskin followers in his first three games as a Webfoot. In his
Welch’s starting line will prob- bers—practicing to swim the EngCanadeo threw his second touch- their college opener just a little
mates gently informed him that
first one against Southern Calilish
channel and the Japanese
also Jim Harris and Dick
down pass a few plays later, and over a week ago. Since then, Coach ably include Leon Brigham, 170,
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ing, and play timing. In fact he Hebert Friedman, 220, right guard;
defensive work was brilliant, with
comers to this university who were
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best all-round school of the bunch,"
but tackling opposZag seven. When his team got the
touchdowns,
Harris
H.
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Buck. "Besides we
he made seven yards by reing ball-carriers; he loves the
Stuart ball
With Gonzaga's 12-to-7 upset of Bryant.LT
the entire field after beversing
bodily contact.
Samuelson
mighty Oregon looming as the sur- Schlosser. C
out on Uu> field in the first quarchased back a few yards. He
On the field
Berry makes an prise of tlve week, six coast confer- Feldhahn.RG
Walden ing
ter to look at Kay Hare's injured
made four, one, and eight, then
interesting study. He weighs 185 ence teams saw action in four Daly. RT
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wrist. Mere’s how he told of the
kicked for 41 yards after a
pounds and is 5 feet !» inches tall.
quick
Reginato
last weekend. Cali- Jordan.RE
pain that fighting' Kulldog went Although he is of broad, muscular league games
15-yard
penalty for holding. It
Donovan
first 1939 win in Jacobson. Q
through all afternoon: "When I build, lit' possesses what is known fornia scored her
was an excellent bit of offensive
Graybeal
went out there in the first quarter to
defeating Washington Slate, 13 tc Canadeo.LH
tin' coaching
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fraternity as snake 7; Oregon State whipped the Uni- R. Hare .RH.Smith play for Anderson.
he lvid broken out in a cold sweat.’’
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F
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for
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The Gon/.aga skipper voluntarily
Washington
versity
tion. Off the field John is a
of a
game behind him in a hurry, and
perfect the third straight time, this game
Score by periods:
praised his big 200-pound renter. gentleman;
went right to work yesterday afhis
always
minding
6—12
0
0
6
and
UCLA
also in a 13-7 score;
Gonzaga
Ralph Seldosser: "I tell you we've own
ternoon on UCLA plays. He had
business, always courteous
7 0— 7
0
0
knocked down Montana’s ears with Oregon
Sehlosser,
got. an all-American
and affable. He is well liked
the boys working like mad in the
his
by
a 20-t) shellacking.
our center.”
Five minutes later.
Gonzaga scoring, touchdowns,
fellow schoolmates, and
driving rain, trying to stop "Kenny
justly so.
Jones (substitute for Jordan); JaMuggy remarked again: Sehlosser
The Bulldog's Tony Canadeo and
and "Jackie Robina football star,
Washington”
Although
Berry Cecil Hare
I tell you
is an all-American
combined
beautiful cobson.
is majoring in
son,” Steve Anderson and Don Maeducation
physical
touchdown,
he’s an all-American. Bryant
Oregon scoring,
SONJA HENIE
with the hope that he will some passing and shifty running to combee. A chalk talk was held after
after
played good ball, too.” Bryant,
the
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lackluster Reginato; point from try
pletely
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be
a
in the gym. and another
hay
practice
baseball
professional
playyou'll remember, was that big 2!it> er. and later
Webfoot squad. The Lemon and touchdown, Graybeal (place kick).
is on schedule for toa coach.
Speaking of
Officials: Doug Lowell, Mount scrimmage
pound Gonzaga left tackle who
Green
letdown gave Duck rooters
rain or shine.
baseball, that's another one of his
day,
Iowa
boomed in on so many plays. Antheir first taste of defeat this sea- Angel, referee; W. Wallace,
accomplishments. He's a star outother standout in the Zag forward
State, umpire; Eldon Jenne, Washson.
fielder and intends to go out for
•
wall was Don Lansing, the twohead linesman; E. L.
Room Full
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Oregon State collected her vic- ington State,
nine the first chance he
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Traditional Oregon weather is
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s
n
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hope
while
to
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an
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Imeli,
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and endowed with the reserve pow- Hutton men went clear down to
tional Hirach-Weit outhere
also,"
in
answer
replied Berry
grid machine with tin- strong St.
the Duck four, where they were care of the extra coats.
er necessary to continue their windoor manner!
to a query
Mail's Gaels: “St. Mary's had a
concerning the hoop
ning ways. Coach Lon Stirrer of the stopped by Erling Jacobsen. Later
better line. Oregon better hacks. sport. Buck failed to mention that
Orange had his little joke bust in the same period the Zags went
he won all state honors as a
Oregon backs were more t ricki.
guard
week
in threatening to start sopho- to the Oregon 16, mainly on the
St. .Mari's steam-rollered over us." on Compton’s quintet, but Jim Harmores after the first string's disprettiest play of the day- It was
About Oregon's chances of play- ris. who was on the same squad,
mal showing against Portland uni- a triple lateral from Don Lansing,
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ing in a certain stadium in a. cen
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Graybeal's outstretched hands over |
the goal line. Then in desperation,
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say about

Regner’s

swim
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three passes came out of the Duck
bag in a row. Smith threw over

stopped those two
touchdowns. Coach Puggy Hunton
let us in on the amazing fact that
neither touchdown pass play the
their 12
Zags used in pushing over
beused
been
ever
had
7
to
upset
fore in a game by the winners.
in a ,
Puggy Hunton’s boys were
room
their
in
dressing
mood
(Courtesy the Register-GuarrH
gay
Gonzaga’s attempted place kick for extra point after its first touchdown against Oregon Saturday is
after the game and they were just
bubbling over with things to say. ihovvn being blocked by the Lemon and Green forwards. Gonzaga went on to win, 12 to 7.
of
Tony (Spooks) Canadeo, star
the Bulldog backfield, had this to |

Cutler,

Russ

for three,

and it was second and seven.

turnout of 29
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stopped. Frank Emmons hit the

doubt that intensive
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Coach Howard Hobson added one more eame to the transcontinental

first down.
There were still nine and one-half
minutes to play. Then for some
24

Gonzaga

of the other guy's scoring secrets
hut Oregon could have had every
minute of Gonzaga’s four previous
a blanket and
games covered like

a

irom

least 50 per cent when Little Jay
scampered around left end to the

;

a

pre-season games.
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Competition will be fierce,

reason

set-up.

Scratches

Once again Oregon's northern conference basketball champions will
nake an eastern trip—this time as defending national champions—

it
week when he reported that
touchtwo
take
would probably
saw
downs to beat Gonzaga. Eric
three
Idaho
by
the Zags whip
littouchdowns and he jotted that
coachtie statement down on his
as sort of a reminder
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Oregnns themselves. Gonzaga. had a club capable of knockfrom the

ing

over more

than one coast con-

ference team on
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Zag line looked
a

afternoon. The
belter than the Webfoot forwards
and on practically all passes had
Oregon receivers covered, whereas
I lie Duck pass defense after three
good Saturday.- became a virtual
or.'- jt tine
-dh > mat.6 ica\
-audgeo

ftruig

the hall.

portion

Regner stopped this thrust
recovering
Ray Hare's fumble
by
on the Duck 20. Oregon got to the
the 20 Bruin points.
Slated to meet Oregon this Gonzaga five in the second period,
weekend
October 2*. UCLA fea- only to lose the ball on downs,
tures fleet Negro backs in what when Emmons couldn’t make it
is
probably the best running at- over center. Frank had done most
of the pile driving from his 29 to
j trnm frog e imp, in perfect weath- ! t ick on the coast.
er
the group reaehed th
of a first down on the Zag It. He
glacier.
Sinking permanently out
t he main point of interest for i
pennant competition. Washington made 18. 13, 8. t. aided by eight
the geologists was a little rivulet State Inst to California. The Statknown as White branch. which er
had been rated as having the
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Twenty-two of Dr. Warren D.
of the season, and a letdown some
Smiths geology students made a
Saturday during the season is inliel.l trip to ('oilier glacier field
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for the purpose of study
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in Saturday against their fir. t non‘tea there
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